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Abstract. The unit of force is connected to the international prototype of the kilogramme, unit of mass in the
international system of units (SI), via dead weight machines using calibrated masses. However, forces below
10 mN, ubiquitous in nature and in some devices cannot be measured with a traceability to the SI. The
measurement, with the uncertainty of these forces has implications for both basic and applied science. Today,
many emerging sectors in micro/nanotechnology and biotechnology have started producing and using systems
to implement low forces that, for various reasons, require them to be traceable. Also, the revision of the SI,
scheduled for 2018 year, of linking the deﬁnitions of the kilogramme, the ampere, the kelvin and the mole to ﬁxed
numerical values of fundamental constants, has aroused particular interest in the measurement and calibration
of small forces. In this paper, we will give some indications of the state of the art on the small force with a focus on
the development of a force sensor using a photoelastic crystal as a monolithic solid-state laser. Basically, the force
to be measured is applied to the crystal induces a birefringence in the laser medium which in turn manifests itself
by the appearance of a splitting between the frequencies associated with the two polarization components of the
oscillating laser mode. This difference is then exploited because, within the elastic limit of the crystal, it is
proportional to the force acting on the laser.
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1 Introduction
Force is a quantity derived from mass and therefore
traceable to the kilogramme standard. In recent years,
much works has been undertaken to implement different
techniques for measuring forces with good accuracy and
especially for those whose value is below 10 mN. The ﬁrst
“passive” optical sensors using optical ﬁbers integrating of
the MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical System) or Bragg
gratings proved to be unsuitable owing to of their high
hysteresis and the complexity of their response [1–3]. Other
more promising developments are under way which relate
in particular to the use of electrostatic balances [4–6];
microbalances with electromagnetic compensation [7] or
“active” optical sensors based on the photoelastic effect in a
solid state laser [8–10].
Today many devices are able to measure or detect
forces with a resolution, which can be much better than the
nanonewton.
However, on an international level, there are still no
calibration and measurement capabilities (CMCs) for forces
below 0.1 N [11]. For the moment, measurements of force
between 0.1 N and 10 mN are carried out, with a connection
in traceable way to the basic units of the international system
* Corresponding author: naceur.khelifa@cnam.fr

of units (SI), only by using standard masses, which is not
really useful for establishing CMCs. On the other hand, force
measurements below 10 mN are performed without any
traceability to the SI. Today, relatively compact, almost
miniature, force sensors intended for measurements (both in
compression and traction) of forces below the Newton have
begun to appear on the market. However, their measurement
range remains close to the Newton. At lower level of forces,
balances can be used, but in practice, their size and fragility
are a great disadvantage.
Recent developments, in various ﬁelds of nanotechnology, have highlighted the growing importance not only of
miniature force sensors but also of the connection of theirs
responses to the SI.
Therefore, industrial manufacturers of instrumentation
for the measurement of small forces have started to pay
particular attention to the calibration of their devices and
their associated uncertainties. Indeed, the reproducibility
of experiments involving measurements of small forces is
difﬁcult to check as it involves instruments based on
various methods.
The objective of this paper is to identify not only the
techniques already implemented and the opportunities
that might arise from traceable measurement devices for
small forces but also artefacts that could be used to ensure
the transfer of the primary references to the devices
requiring calibration.
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Table 1. Minimal forces (CMCs) connected to SI units by
some National Laboratories of Metrology.

Fig. 1. Some ﬁelds using various ranges of forces.

The possibilities of calibration of the forces below
one Newton in different laboratories of metrology as
well as an outline of work in the ﬁeld of weak forces are
given in Section 2. A brief review of the theory of
birefringence, in a solid-state laser, induced by mechanical stress and its impact on the components of the
polarisation of the oscillating laser mode is the subject
of Section 3.
Section 4 presents the experiment using photoelastic
force sensors, developed at the Joint Laboratory of
Metrology LNE-CNAM, and some signiﬁcant experimental results regarding the sensitivity of this type of sensor.
The contribution of this work and the prospects concerning the instrumental challenge for the realization of
primary references as well as transfer devices to make
traceable measures of weak force are summarized in
Section 5.

2 The place of the small forces
The development of a transfer artifact to provide
traceability of force measurements in the range of
millinewton to micronewton is motivated by the growing
need in certain industrial sectors (instrumented indentation, Micro Electro Mechanical Systems, etc.) but also for
the development of some emerging sectors in medicine,
especially for miniature devices used to handle or to
manipulate fragile biological objects.
Figure 1 gives some scales, areas of use with the orders
of magnitude of the force associated with some simple
devices.

3 State of the art
On an international level, the current situation of CMC's of
the national laboratories of metrology give no possibility
for forces below 0.1 N.
Table 1 gives the values of the minimal forces in CMC's
of a number of Europeans laboratories. These data
correspond to the values appearing in the database of

the key comparisons (November 2014) of the Bureau
International des Poids et Mesures. The relative uncertainties associated with these minimal values of CMCs lie
between 101 and 104.
3.1 Force generated with dead weight
The most current devices in mass laboratories rely on the
use of balances with electromagnetic compensation and
series of mass standards, connected beforehand to the SI
units of the kilogramme. These means are exploited in the
ﬁeld of forces because the most intuitive method to produce
a force is by using a proof mass in the gravitational ﬁeld of
the Earth.
A force Fdw called a “dead weight” or weight of the proof
mass is thus generated in the gravitational ﬁeld of the
Earth. It is given by:


ra
ð1Þ
g;
F dw ¼ me 1 
re l
where me is the mass of the standard and re its density, ra
and gl represent respectively the density of the ambient air
and the intensity of the local gravitational acceleration.
Equation (1) implies for a standard of mass 100 mg in
the gravitational ﬁeld of the laboratory, a dead weight of
9.8094  104 N with an uncertainty of about 10 nN [12].
In terms of mass standards, the smallest weight value in
the CMC of NMI is 1 mg. This is the case for those
laboratories listed in Table 1, but also for all other. This
mass standard produces a force (dead weight) of about
10 mN. It should be noted that micro-mass standards
having nominal values between 900 and 100 mg have been
produced at LNE [13,14] and are used as references for
calibration. Since then, other laboratories are engaged in
the realization of such standards (NPL, PTB, INMRomania, METAS, etc.) and that are also partially
commercialized.
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used to make traceable measurements on site. These might
be deformation gauge sensors or high resolution balances
which are of course sensitive to the force applied to them.
However, in the ﬁeld of forces, good practices
recommend the calibration of the force sensors in the
place of their use.
Also, as it is simple for the user to acquire mass
standards for this range, and to calculate the generated
forces, the development of CMCs has not been very useful
to date for the range 1 N to 10 mN. On the other hand the
problems persists for the range of the forces lower than
10 mN.

4 Electromechanical devices dedicated to
small forces measurement
4.1 Primary standards

Fig. 2. Diagram of a force machine with dead weights [15].

Thus, the method based on the use of mass standards in
the dead weight machines, like the one in Figure 2, for
traceability of force and covers the range from 1 N to
several meganewtons.
In principle, this technique could be used for smaller dead
weights; without any scientiﬁc or technological difﬁculty,
down to about ten micronewtons. Below this limit, however,
it becomes relatively difﬁcult to implement because of small
dimensions and the geometrical shapes of micro-masses
standards causing relatively high uncertainties in the weight
measurement. We shall see hereafter that small dead weights
such as transfer are usable in combination with highresolution balances (on the scale of 0.1 mg).
3.2 Measuring forces
At the national level (LNE-France), the possibilities
accredited by the French organization for accreditation
(COFRAC) according to ISO 17025 span the range from
1 N to 9 MN.
The LNE reserves the right to change its CMCs
according to the needs expressed by of industry to go down
to 10 mN by the dead weight technique. This possibility
could be quickly implemented, thanks to its competence of
development of new methods or new means of calibration, a
competence recognized by COFRAC.
Currently, the department “forces and associated
quantities” of LNE issues certiﬁcates of calibration beyond
1 N. With the resources available, in the laboratory of
“masses and derived quantities”, the forces department is
able to extend this kind of calibration to the lower values of
about 10 mN, by the use of a mass standard of 1 mg with an
uncertainty of 0.6 mg.
The uncertainty in the force, generated in this way is
then about 10 nN. Such means would make it possible to
calibrate force sensors in the laboratory that would then be

Some international laboratories (NIST, NPL, PTB,
KRISS) in the world have sought to develop references
for small forces based on electromechanical devices.
For more than 10 years, the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), in the United States,
works on a project of a “nanoforce balance” to cover the
range of force going from 1 nN to 1 mN with a relative
uncertainty of about 0.1% for a force of several
nanonewtons [16–18].
This electrostatic balance is founded on the measures of
electrique voltage, electric capacity and displacement
which are traceable to the SI units with great accuracies.
It should be noted that this laboratory is also developing a
“watt balance” dedicated to the connection of a standard of
mass with the Planck constant from the point of view of the
revision of the current system of units (SI). The capacitor
consists of two concentric electrodes. The internal
electrode, movable along the vertical axis, is guided by
ﬂexible suspension elements.
The most recent results [18,19] mention principal
limitations dependent on the one hand, on the stiffness
of the system of suspension and on the other hand, on the
sensitivity of the system and the geometry of the capacitor.
Figure
3 gives the schematic principle of an
electrostatic balance in equilibrium. A vertical force
applied to the plate moves the bending element in the
same direction. This displacement, measured by a
differential plane mirror interferometer, is converted by
a control system against a voltage feedback.
The force of negative feedback is then produced by the
potential difference across the capacitor plates oriented
vertically.
The electric force thus generated, in response to the
load along the axis of the balance is given, as a function of
the electrical quantities, by the relation:
Fe ¼

1 dC 2
V ;
2 dz

ð2Þ

where dC is the change in capacitance, measured for a
displacement dz given the overlap of the electrodes, and V
is the applied electrical voltage.
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the force machine in the range of
100 mN–100 mN, developed at PTB [21].
Fig. 3. Diagram of electrostatic balance of NIST [17].

This type of balance acts as a primary force standard. It
requires an artifact of transfer of the reference, given by the
“balance” to the target instrument to be calibrated.
The National Physical Laboratory (NPL), in the
United Kingdom, has also designed a balance for small
forces, called LFB “Low Force Balance” which works on the
same principle as that of the NIST balance. However, it
uses a planar condenser with four electrodes allowing for
choice of the direction of the force exerted on a dielectric
plate suspended on the guidance system according to the
applied voltage (dielectric mobile). The selected conﬁguration would allow calibration both in compression as well
as in traction. The expected dynamics will correspond to a
ﬁeld of forces ranging between 10 mN and 1 nN, with a
resolution of a few tens of piconewtons [19]. The interest of
this project is its focus on a ﬁeld non-traceable to date and
has a slight overlap with the method of the dead weights. It
also has the advantage of carrying out tractive efforts.
The Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science
(KRISS), in the South Korea, has developed an electrostatic device having also a coaxial condenser. The
suspension system relies on the use of ﬂexible blades
ensuring the compensation of the suspended mass [20]. The
sensitivity of this device is of the order of 1 mN.
4.2 Transfer devices
The Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), in
Germany, has various electromagnetic weighing devices for
a range of force higher than 0.1 mN.
The prototype device has a magnet-coil set, designed to
cover the ﬁeld of the forces ranging between 100 mN and
0.1 N [21]. Its use remains conditioned by its connection
to the SI units via mass standards. Finally, the PTB in
collaboration with Tianjin University (China), is seeking
to produce force transfer artefacts based on the use of
MEMS [22].
For traceable measurement of advanced stiffness
AFM, KRISS has developed a device based around a
commercial “microbalance” with electromagnetic compensation which is calibrated beforehand by means of mass
standards [23]. The tip is mounted on a vertical transla-

tion stage which can accurately measure the displacement
and the free end of the tip is brought to rest on a small
sphere placed on the plate of the microbalance (Fig. 4).
The bearing force of the tip on the sphere generates a
reaction of the electromagnetic force compensation system
of the microbalance which gives an indication in mass.
This is directly convertible into force by multiplying the
conventional value either spoke, or by a locally determined
value of the acceleration of gravity. Stiffnesses of about
0.07 Nm1 for the force applied in the order of 500 nN
were measured with a relative uncertainty of 1% [24].
The other way is to use an electromagnetic balance
based on the principle of a watt balance. The measurement
of the unknown force is performed using the Lorentz
force, connected as a preliminary to a dead weight, to
balance the system. Preliminary studies were carried out
at LCM-Cnam, using a prototype similar to that of the
watt balance as shown in Figure 5. The ﬁrst tests relating
to the study of the sensitivity of this balance are very
encouraging [25].

5 Elastic sensor device
5.1 Photoelastic effect in a solid laser
The birefringence induced in the amplifying medium of a
monolithic solid laser, when the latter is subjected to a
mechanical constraint, appears by different index of
refraction according to whether the polarization of the
wave which crosses the crystal is in the direction of
application of the force or in the orthogonal direction. This
birefringence is particularly important when the applied
force is parallel to the direction of a principal axis of
constraints (this is the case of the photoelasticity in two
dimensions). In this conﬁguration, the principal directions
of the ellipsoid of the refractive indexes coincide with those
of the constraints.
The expression of the birefringence induced in the laser
medium, represented by the optical relation of constraint,
is given by the classical law of Wertheim [26]:
ðl Þ

Dn ¼ no  ne ¼ C PEq ðs ⊥  s k Þ;

ð3Þ
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Fig.
7. Effect of the applied force on the polarization
components of the laser mode.
Fig. 5. Prototype of the electromagnetic force balance at Joint
Laboratory of Metrology (LNE-Cnam).

polarizations components of the oscillating laser mode. It is
given by:
Dn ¼ ðn⊥  nk Þ ¼

c
ðDnÞ;
nlq

ð5Þ

where n is the refractive index of the Nd:YAG in the
absence of any constraints and c the speed of light in
vacuum.
This frequency difference is then expressed as a function
of the external force by the following relationship:
ðl Þ

Dn ¼ GC PEq

Fig. 6. Orientation and major axes of the Nd:YAG crystal.

where s || and s ⊥ are the main stresses induced in the center
of the laser medium along directions parallel and orthogonal to the external force.
ðl Þ
C PEq , is the constant of photoelasticity of the laser
crystal (Nd:YAG). This constant depends weakly on the
wavelength lq associated with the longitudinal laser mode
of order q.
In the situation when the external force is in a
diametrical plane of the laser crystal (as indicated in
Fig. 6), containing the both directions of principal stresses,
the converting force in terms of internal stresses can be
written [27] as:
s⊥  sk ¼

G
F ext ;
ℓd

ð4Þ

where ℓ and d are the length and the diameter of the
monolithic solid Nd:YAG laser; G is a factor whose value
depends on the conditions of geometric alignments of the
Nd:YAG rod relative to the laser beam used to optically
pump the laser medium.
The effect of birefringence on the oscillating laser mode
will correspond to the appearance of a phase difference
between the two orthogonal polarizations of the laser
mode. As shown in Figure 7, the shift of the phase is the
difference between the frequencies of the two orthogonal

nq
F ext ;
nℓd

ð6Þ

nq ¼ c=lq is the frequency of laser emission.
In the ideal case, the dimensions of the optical pump
laser beam must be small compared with the diameter
of the Nd:YAG crystal and moreover the pump beam
centered on his axis of revolution. This dual condition
becomes relatively critical and consequently difﬁcult to
achieve when monolithic lasers miniature is used.
Considering the conﬁgurations of the two sensors
already studied and the available values of various
constants, the theoretical sensitivity Dv/Fext, is expressed
simply by [12]:
2
– S ¼ 492
ℓd ; for sensors such as ðℓ  dÞ ≥ 16 mm ;
2
– S ¼ 369
ℓd ; for sensors such as ðℓ  dÞ ≥ 6 mm .

For reasons of convenience, the quantities ℓ and d, in
the above expressions of sensitivity, are expressed in
millimetres so as to yield a sensitivity in MHz  N1.
5.2 Experimental apparatus
The diagram of the experiment with the principal
elements of the device is shown in Figure 8. The laser
crystal is mounted on an aluminum block whose
temperature is stabilized around 18 °C within ±0.02 °C
by using a PID control loop based on a Peltier element and
a thermistor.
Qualitative measurements show that a temperature
controlled and mechanically rigid assembly are essential for
the stability of the beat frequency signal and therefore the
repeatability of measurements.
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Fig. 8. Diagram of the photoelastic force sensor.

Fig. 10. Responses of photoelastic force sensor: results for two
geometric conﬁgurations of the sensitive element.

Fig. 9. Photography of the photoelastic force sensor.

Indeed, the emission frequency of a solid-state laser is
very sensitive not only to changes in the ampliﬁer medium
temperature, but also to mechanical vibration. The
application of force is performed by a successive series of
deposit-withdrawal of a mass standard (weight in the
gravitational ﬁeld) on the upper part of the laser crystal.
Figure 9 shows a photograph of a part of the
experimental device. One can distinguish: 1 – opto-mechanical system of the laser diode at 808 nm for pumping
Nd:YAG laser; 2 – crystal holder at controlled temperature; 3 – optical ﬁlter; 4 – lens; 5 – pinhole; 6 – polarizer;
7 – fast detector.
5.3 Response and sensitivity of the photoelastic force
sensor
To characterize the sensor on a given loading area, masses
standard were used. Small masses are placed directly on the
laser rod. The uncertainty of repeatability associated with
each measurement is evaluated starting from series of
measurement with the same dead weight for approximately
ten deposit-withdrawals of the corresponding mass standard.
The points indicated in Figure 10 give, for the two force
sensors studied, the difference in frequency between the
two polarization components of the laser mode, when they
are under the action of a mass ranging between 0 and 2 g.

The use of higher masses (>500 g) is completely possible
and easy to make if one remains within the elastic limit of
Nd-YAG crystal.
The curves in the dotted lines in Figure 10 correspond
to the linear ﬁts of the experimental values obtained with
each of the two laser sensors considered in the laboratory.
All measurement results obtained show that the response
of this type of sensor is almost linear in the range of weak
forces (domain of elastic behavior of the crystal). For the
two sensors studied, the experimental sensitivities are:
– S1 = (0.558 ± 0.008) MHz  g1; for the sensor of
(2  3) mm;
– S2 = (0.297 ± 0.012) MHz  g1; for the sensor of
(4  4) mm.
We conducted a series of measures with the sensor
(2  3) mm when under the inﬂuence of a particular
standard mass. Table 2 gives the frequencies of the values
of the beat signal and the repeatability uncertainties
observed when the latter is successively loaded or not by
masses of 1 g and 100 mg.
The value of the local gravitational ﬁeld, measured in
the laboratory is: gℓ ¼ 9:80939ð1  105 Þ ms2 .
The dead weight associated with standard masses of 1 g
and 0.1 g are given by relation (1) with an uncertainty less
than 50 nN [12].
The force applied to the crystal is determined from
successive measurements of the beat frequencies DnðF ext ¼0Þ
(unloaded sensor) and DnðF ext ≠ 0Þ (sensor loaded) and the
experimental value of sensitivity. It is calculated from the
following relationship:
F exp ¼

DnðF ext ≠ 0Þ  DnðF ext ¼0Þ
:
S exp

ð7Þ

In the range of constraints considered, the hysteresis
effect is almost zero and consequently beat frequencies
DnðF ext ≠ 0Þ and DnðF ext ¼0Þ are only weakly correlated. In
Table 3, are given the values of the dead weight according
to equation (1) and those obtained using the photoelastic
force sensor of dimensions (2  3) mm.
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Table 2. Beat frequencies observed with the sensor
(2  3) mm loaded successively by two masses standards.
Mass (me [g])

DnðF ext ¼0Þ [MHz]

DnðF ext ≠ 0Þ [MHz]

1
0.1

0.065 (0.050)
0.065 (0.055)

0.630 (0.050)
0.13 (0.055)

Table 3. Local weight and dead weights measured with
the sensor.
me [g]

Fpm [mN]

Fexp [mN]

|Fexp  Fpm|/Fexp

1
0.1

9.808
0.9808

9.933
0.967

1.2%
1.5%
Fig. 11. Review of range associated to some devices dedicated to
forces measurements.

We noted that for low dimensions of the photoelastic
sensor, technical difﬁculties appear when it is a question of
charging with small masses. Moreover, as Table 3 shows,
the relative variation of the weight measured to that given
by relation (1) increases slightly.
The principal limitation of this device is associated with
the reproducibility of the method of application of the
force on the laser crystal. Also, the presence of an offset,
generated by residual stresses than can vary over the course
of time, requires a point of reference for each series of
measurement. Nevertheless, the wide range of linearity of
this type of force sensor and it low response time make
it favourable compared to other methods.
Also, it remains interesting to miniaturize it, on the one
hand to increase its sensitivity and to reach weaker forces
and on the other hand, to connect it to references other
than mass standards.
The use of this sensor as a transfer tool in the
comparisons between laboratories is completely possible
because it can cover a range of measurement which
overlaps with those observed with other devices.
Figure 11 provides an overview of the measuring range
that can be achieved with devices either existing or under
development.
From the point of view of the redeﬁnition of SI units,
starting from the fundamental constants values [28],
calibration of the force within new SI should not rely
directly and solely on the use of mass standards. This
approach is particularly justiﬁed in the ﬁeld of the small
forces, because of the uncertainties generated by the use of
standards masses smaller than 1 mg. The approach
consisting in using the electrostatic force to generate a
traceable means, starting from measurements of electric
quantities, is particularly interesting and promising so
technical developments has been made. The other
approach consists in developing transfer standards, likely
to be miniaturized, such as sensors based on assembly of
MEMS, MOEMS (Micro-Opto-Electro Mechanical Systems), photoelastic crystal. Once ﬁnalized, these types of
devices could constitute a future traceability chain for
measurements of forces over a wide range.

6 Conclusion
The research tasks undertaken by many metrology labs
show ﬁrst, a diversity of experimental approaches to make
traceable measurements of small force and secondly, the
need for having transfer artefacts from the reference
standard for force to the system to be calibrated.
The studies of sensitivity of the photoelastic force
sensor, made with two sensors having sensitive elements of
different dimensions, have made it possible to identify the
various parameters that affect the characteristics of this
type of sensor.
This work has also shown that the miniaturization of
the sensor facilitates the treatment of the signal of beat
frequencies and makes it possible to increase to a signiﬁcant
degree the sensitivity of the sensor and thereby extend the
effective range of measurement towards low values.
However, the challenges related to optical alignments
and the degradation of reproducibility of the measurements
show that the miniaturization of an opto-mechanical
device will not consist merely in decreasing dimensions of
the sensitive element of the force sensor. In fact, it is
necessary to integrate the sensitive element of the sensor
and the other opto-mechanical elements in a rigid and
compact block to reduce ﬂuctuations and drifts of the beat
frequency signal. Hence, with a miniature Nd:YAG crystal
(1  2) mm, forces lower than 10 mN can be detected and
measured. In summary, this type of force sensor has all
the conditions to be realized in a conﬁguration of reduced
volume.
This work was supported by the “Laboratoire National de
métrologie et d'essais” (LNE) and the Conservatoire National des
Arts et Métiers (Cnam) within the framework of the joint
laboratory of metrology (LCM). The authors would like to thank
all of their co-workers at LCM who participated in this research
work but more particularly D. Mark Plimmer for his critical and
constructive reading of the manuscript.
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